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GLOBAL MACRO UPDATE: CHINA, JAPAN STIMULUS ON TRACK 

Berenberg Macro Flash 

 
BANK OF JAPAN: CONFIDENT, NO CHANGE 

The Bank of Japan kept its open-ended asset purchase programme (“QQE” = quantitative and qualitative easing) un-

changed at ¥60-70trn per year (roughly 15% of GDP). With policy makers’ economic forecasts almost unchanged com-

pared to the last release in April, there was no need to do more. At the same time, the BoJ reiterated that the programme 

would remain in place for as long as necessary to keep inflation near the 2% target “in a stable manner”. For the current 

fiscal year, the Bank expects CPI inflation at 3.4%, artificially boosted by the April sales tax increase. With another sales tax 

hike planned for October 2015, the BoJ also expects inflation to exceed the target for 2015 and 2016, although it would 

remain just below 2% adjusted for the tax effects. 

 

We expect the momentum built by the stimulus to tide the economy over the tax-induced near-term wobbles. But the mon-

etary stimulus will not go on forever. The BoJ already has sovereign bonds worth 45% of GDP on its books, nearly double 

the ratio of the BoE and more than 20 times the ECB’s modest holdings of government bonds relative to GDP. In order 

for real growth to be sustained beyond the monetary stimulus, the key lies in structural reforms and fiscal discipline. 

 

CHINA: MORE EVIDENCE OF STIMULUS EFFECT 

Ahead of the release of GDP growth data this week, Chinese monetary data for June provided more evidence of monetary 

stimulus measures working their way through to the economy. M2 growth hit 14.7% yoy in June, the highest since May last 

year and ahead of consensus expectations. New yuan loans hit 1080bn in June, taking the monthly average so far this year to 

960b, almost 30% higher than in 2013. The central bank had cut reserve ratio requirements modestly in June in order to 

support lending to smaller companies. Added to that, the government had announced an infrastructure investment pro-

gramme to boost demand. This mini-stimulus should be enough to sustain growth this year at 7-7.5%. 
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